
The MEINL Percussion Digital Stomp Box is an easy solution for incorporating a 
pulse into your music. Choose between five pre-programmed percussion samples, 
including kick drum, cowbell, hihat, tambourine and crash cymbal - perfect for 
percussionists, singer/songwriters, and multi-instrumentalists. Use the USB port 
to import one custom sample of your own!  Plug into any amp or PA with the 
¼" input and output jacks, then adjust the volume on the pedal as needed.  The 
built-in Piezo trigger is velocity sensitive, giving you a seamless dynamic response 
as you tap your foot at different volumes.  A non-slip bottom keeps the pedal in 
place and prevents vibration.

Features: 

• Five Digital Pre-programmed Percussion Samples + One Custom Sample
• Add Hands-free Percussion To Your Solo Performances
• Built-in Piezo Trigger With Volume Control
• 1/4" Input And Output Jacks
• Non-slip Bottom
• DC-9V Included

Samples:
 
A: Kick Drum | B: Cowbell | C: Hihat 
D: Tambourine| E: Crash Cymbal | F: Custom Sample
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WARNING 
Please keep manual after reading.

Handling
To avoid breakage, do not apply excessive force to the switches or controls.
Do not let paper, metallic, or other objects in the unit.

Care
If the exterior becomes dirty, wipe it with a clean, dry cloth. Do not use liquid cleaners such as benzene, thinner,
cleaning compounds or flammable polishes. Do not take the product apart and do not try to repair it on your own. Keep the pedal in a gigbag or case for its safety. Avoid contact with liquids, and do 
not store the product in extremly dry or moist surroundings. Avoid exposure to either extremly hot or cold temperatures.

Disposal
Always dispose batteries properly. Do not dispose this product with other household trash. The correct way of disposal will depend on your locality. For further information, contact your appropriate 
local authorities.

FCC
This equipment has been tested with the FCC rules and is FCC certified. MEINL Percussion is not responsible for unauthorized equipment modifications that could violate FCC rules, and/or void product 
safety certifications.

Important Notice
Manufacturers and sellers are not responsible for misuse, damage or negligence in the use of this product.


